NEVADA GHOST TOWN TRAILS, Broman. Classic, popular book to Nevada's ghost towns includes historic photos, maps, directions and descriptions of 139 ghost towns. 89pgs., ISBN 97809693582095, $8.95 [BROMAN]

CALIFORNIA GHOST TOWN TRAILS, Broman & Leadabrand. Classic and easy-to-use guide to the best-known ghost towns in the state with detailed maps, interesting facts and historical data. 128pgs., ISBN 9780935182217, $8.95 [LEADABRAND]

ARIZONA TREASURE HUNTER’S GHOST TOWN GUIDE, Fox. Handy reference for locating old mining camps, ghost town sites, Indian reservations and more includes an 1881 fold-in map of Arizona and a glossary of over 1200 place names. 24pgs., ISBN 9780913814178, $5.95 [AZ HUNTER]

GHOST TOWNS AND HISTORICAL HAUNTS OF ARIZONA, Heatwole. Travel Arizona's backroads to discover the state's fascinating history. Learn the stories behind the ghost towns and the lore of a bygone era. 144pgs., ISBN 9780914846109, $12.95 [HAUNTS]

BODIE, BOOM TOWN—GOLD TOWN! The Last of California's Old-time Mining Camps, McDonald. Learn the stories behind Bodie's reputation as one of the roughest mining camps in California; includes historic photos. 48pgs., ISBN 9780913814888, $6.95 [BODIE]

GHOST TOWNS OF CALIFORNIA: Remnants of the Mining Days, Miller. Handy pocket guide to the most notable ghost towns in California. Overview map shows locations throughout state. 48pgs., ISBN 9781558361247, $6.95 [GHOST TOWNS CAL]

DEATH VALLEY TO YOSEMITE: Frontier Mining Camps & Ghost Towns, Belden & Dedecker. Learn the history of pioneers who left their homes to find gold in the Mojave Desert to the crest of the Sierra Nevada. 192pgs., ISBN 9780964753082, $14.95 [DEATH VALLEY]

GHOST TOWNS OF ROUTE 66, Hinckley. Historic communities along America's favorite highway are gorgeously illustrated with sepia-tone and color photography; all sites include informative text. (10 x 9”). Hard cover. 162pgs., ISBN 9780760338438, $25.00 [GHOST 66]

GHOST TOWNS OF THE WEST, Varney and Hinckley. Covering CA, AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, OR, UT and WA states, this is the definitive guidebook for exploring and learning about Western ghost towns; includes full page maps, color photographs & rich, informative histories. 336pgs., ISBN 9780760350416, $24.99 [GHOST TOWNS W]
THE JOHN WAYNE CODE: Wit, Wisdom and Timeless Advice from the American Icon, Ed. Get the unvarnished real-life perspective of the Duke himself in this faux-leather bound photo journal/compilation of his sayings from movie history, as well from his personal life. 156 pgs., ISBN 9780914846239, $15.99 [JW CODE]


MEN OF THE WEST: Life on the American Frontier, Luchetti. Engaging, large format photographic essay combines photos, history and commentary, framing the lives of the cowboys/farmers, frontierman/Native Americans and the outlaw/lawmen in their own words. (9 x 10”) 252 pgs., ISBN 9780933212925, $22.50 [MEN WEST]

OUTLAW TALES OF... Meet the most notorious people from their respective states. These stories offer a refreshing new perspective on some of the most infamous reprobates of the Old West, $14.95 each.


NEW MEXICO: True Stories of the Land of Enchantment’s Most Infamous Crooks, Culprits, and Cutthroats, Marriott. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780762772612 [OUTLAW NM]


TOP TOMBSTONES: The Deaths and Burials of the Old West’s Most Notorious Outlaws, Notorious Women, and Celebrated Lawmen, Enns. Discover the stories behind the deaths and burials of the Old West’s most nefarious outlaws, notorious women, and celebrated lawmen. 224 pgs., ISBN 9780762737734, $14.95 [TALES TOMBS]


HAUNTED OLD WEST: Phantom Cowboys, Spirit-Filled Saloons, Mystical Mine Camps and Spectral Indians, Mayo. Learn the inside story on some of the most haunted spots in the American Old West; these ghostly tales are part history and all spine-tingling fun. 250 pgs., ISBN 9780762771844, $14.95 [HAUNTED WEST]

JOHN WAYNE: A Photographic Celebration, Mompoint. At over 500 photo-packed pages, this compact compendium of The Duke’s movie career and life includes anecdotes, movie trivia and memorable quotes on every page, and covers his entire career from his breakthrough role in Stagecoach to his Oscar-winning performance in True Grit. (5 x 7”), 544 pgs., ISBN 978163507752, $14.99 [JW PHOTOGRAPH]

TALES BEHIND THE TOMBSTONES: The Deaths and Burials of the Old West’s Most Notorious Outlaws, Notorious Women, and Celebrated Lawmen, Enns. Discover the stories behind the deaths and burials of the Old West’s most nefarious outlaws, notorious women, and celebrated lawmen. 224 pgs., ISBN 9780762737734, $14.95 [TALES TOMBS]

FINAL FLIGHT: The Mystery of a WWII Plane Crash and the Frozen Airmen in the High Sierra, Stekel. Part historical mystery and part adventure story this true story unlocks the fate of four airmen lost in a 1942 training flight. 236 pgs., ISBN 9780899974750, $15.95 [FINAL FLIGHT]

SIERRA STORIES: Tales of Dreamers, Schemers, Bigots and Rogues, Noy. Discover the hidden history of California’s high country in this illustrated, entertaining and lively tribute to the Sierra and its denizens. 228 pgs., ISBN 9781597142656, $17.00 [SIERRA STOR]


NEW MEXICO: True Stories of the Land of Enchantment’s Most Infamous Crooks, Culprits, and Cutthroats, Marriott. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780762772612 [OUTLAW NM]


CALIFORNIA’S HISTORIC SITES & MUSEUMS, Dinzes. A handy pocket guide to museums, historic sites and other points of interest throughout California. 48 pgs., ISBN 9781556831346, $6.95 [CA HISTORIC]